Secondary conformational polymorphism of nucleic acids as a possible functional link between cellular parameters and DNA packaging processes.
Circular dichroism and electron microscopy studies of various in vitro DNA packaging systems indicate that all the factors which induce and modulate the secondary conformation of DNA molecules are capable of eliciting nucleic acids condensation processes into tight, highly ordered tertiary structures as well as altering the extent of order and compactness within the resulting species. Specifically, such factors include the ionic strength, the presence of particular dehydrating agents and polyamines, as well as the pH values. It is proposed that slight alterations of these parameters induce the formation of short non-B-DNA segments that propagate as a perturbation along the B-DNA double helix. The structural fluctuations of the dsDNA molecules that result from the conformational discontinuities formed at the junction sites between the B motif and the conformationally altered segments alter the elastic response of the nucleic acids and facilitate cooperative condensation processes. Moreover, the type and frequency of the structurally modified clusters interspersed within the B conformation and determined by the environmental parameters are shown to provide a means for continuous regulation of the extent and mode of DNA packaging. The ionic strength and hydrophobic environment in the close vicinity of the DNA molecules are controlled and modulated in vivo by DNA-binding proteins such as histones and protamines; similarly, pH values and polyamine concentrations are constantly regulated in living systems. It is suggested, therefore, that the secondary structural polymorphism which characterizes the DNA molecules might display a regulatory role by acting as a functional link between cellular parameters and the extent, mode, and timing of nucleic acid packaging processes.